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Class Teacher Comments 

Ima has been a joy to teach this year in year 6. She has 
acquitted herself well to the range of learning opportunities 
and she can always be relied upon to try her best. 
 
She continues to enjoy positive relationships with everyone at 
Tudor and she is able to work in a range of situations with 
confidence. 
 
I wish her all the best next year- I am sure that she will do 
very well indeed- go for it Ima!  

 

  

Effort and Attainment 

 Subject Effort Step (Last Year) 

 Reading  E 6s+ (5w) 

 Writing  E 6w+ (5b) 

 Mathematics  E 6s (5s) 

 Science  E 6s (5s) 

Key: 

E: Excellent    G: Good      

S: Satisfactory    NI: Needs improvement      
 

 
Main Subjects 
English 
Ima has real strengths in English. Whether speaking, reading or writing, she is able to ensure she communicates concisely and 
effectively. I have been especially impressed with her writing about Greeks- she was able to research key information and share 
the information expertly. A key to Ima’s success is her wide range of reading experiences- keep this up next year. 
 

Mathematics 
Whilst she sometimes suffers from a lack of confidence, Ima has been able to respond to the demands of this subject this year. 
She has increased her speed of recall with timetables and this is having a clear impact in her response to reasoning questions. 
This progress just highlights how she is able to overcome areas of difficulty- it is how we respond to such moments that help us 
progress! 
   

Science 
It is fair to say that Ima does not enjoy Science as much as the more creative subjects. However, her progress has been super 
this year and that is due to the efforts she puts into science lessons. She has improved her ability to investigate scientific 
experiments and she has also enjoyed working alongside others when finding new things out- her ability to present her findings 
has also been impressive.  
  

Other Subjects- B- Beginning to understand, W- Working with Confidence, S- Skilled 

 Subject Step Effort  Subject Step Effort 

 Spoken Language 6s  E   History 6w  G 

 Art and Design 6w  E  Languages 6w  S 

 Computing 6w  G  Music 6s  E 

 Design and Technology 6w  E  Physical Education 6s  G 

 Geography  6w  G  Religious Education 6s  E 

 

Other Subjects Comments 
As the effort grades highlight, Ima works well across the curricular spectrum. Most notably, she has produced super pieces of 
work in art- her graffiti work was impressive and I was able to use her ideas as an example of high standards. Computing can 
frustrate her a little at times but her ability to use multimedia to present her findings continues to be strong.  
 
Key Next Steps 
- Try to plan your responses to reasoning problems in maths- plan for WHICH computations to use 
- Feel more confident to ‘take the lead’ in class discussions- you do have super ideas! 

 
Attendance Feedback 
Ima is a child who attends well. She is clearly committed to her school and this supports her academic and social development. 

 

Teacher: 
 

Attendance: 99.3% Authorised absence: 2 Unauthorised absence: 0 Sessions available: 300 

Date:  04/07/2023  


